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With simple language, and bright clear pictures, Baby's First Bible series provides an ideal first

introduction to the Bible, its stories and characters for infants and toddlers. This engaging retelling of

Noah's Ark is written in accessible, simple narrative, while the colorful illustrations and sparkly foil

on the pages capture children's attention and hold their interest.
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Age Range: 1 - 3 years
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Roger Priddy's love for children's early learning has led him to create some of publishing's most

successful children's non-fiction books, including Priddy Books' million-copy bestsellers, My Big

Animal Book, My Big Truck Book and Happy Baby Words.Roger says:"It is always rewarding to see

a child enjoying and learning something from one of our books, especially babies, when you think it

could be the first book they have ever seen. "I am very lucky to have a career where you get to think

up fun ways to teach a kid how to write their letters and learn their first words, whilst finding out

about Dinosaurs at the same time!"Roger lives with his wife, Zena, in London and Cork, Ireland.

They have four children, who have given him most of his best ideas for his books.

This book is okay. If you're looking for a book that tells the story of Noah's Ark in a straight forward

manner that children will understand, this book is for you. Personally, I thought it read a little like a



baby text book. My children don't ask for this one to be read again and again. If you have a younger

child (under two), I would recommend Goodnight Ark instead.

got the book with the Noah's ark toy- GREAT combo for little ones to learn

My son's name is Noah and I wanted to get him a couple books that tell the story of Noah. This is a

shorter version, Great for kids, And great pictures :) My son is 4mos, But was 3mos early, So

he's.not quite there yet but I can't wait to read it to him! (I do now but, u know!) I also got another

Noahs Ark book on here, A little longer and more in depth, but both great books:):)!

Great story for 1-3 year olds

Cute first book about Noah's ark.

Good colors - simply told story - good for the little ones. I'm adding this book to a small cloth Noah's

Ark set of ark and animals for a young child. Perfect match!

This was a book gift for new parents to-be and they were very happy with it. Sent it with the Plush

Noah's Ark.Thanks Amzon

Just wish there was a way to write a little dedication on it, all pages too slick for even a sharpie.
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